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Trasher HQ is moving!

Trasher HQ needs more space 

so will be moving (along with 

the editors) to 3, Rose Avenue, 

Abingdon, OX14 1XX on the 15th 

November. Please dont send ‘Trash’ 

to Curtis Avenue!

One beginner – beginning 

another?!

Zak was born Monday 20 August 

6am 7lbs 9oz. he is so cute.

Mark Bedford 

This years Trophy winners:

Best beginner: Lorna Carr

Best improver: Lisa Parke

Trash of the year: Liz Garnett

Committee members, 2007/08

Chairman: Neil Murton

Treasurer: Andy Newell

Editor: Iain Shield

Equipment Officer: Roger Pass

Secretary: Nick Middleton

Ordinary members: Dave Surman, 

Ian Williams, Louise Royle 

Nikki Shield, Daryl Perkins

Gene17’s Adventure  

Paddler’s Weekend 

8/9th December 07
After a special request, the River Dart Country Park is opening it’s doors to White 

Water Paddler’s for a single weekend this Winter to host Gene17’s highly popular 

Adventure Paddler’s Weekend, 8/9th December 07. 

The full lineup is yet to be confirmed, but so far its the British Uni’s Four Borders 

Expedition Presentation plus Deb Pinniger’s Trip to the relatively unknown 

destination of Gabon in West Africa. 

Full Accommodation, B&B and Bar is available on site, please visit River Dart 

(riverdart.co.uk) for full details 

Other matter’s to be confirmed; A full range of Test Boats for demo from some of 

the UK’s leading manufactures hosted by a local retailer, Open Forum Question & 

Answer Session, chaired by Dave Carroll plus previews of forthcoming new films. 

Visit G17K News (gene17.com/kayaking/news/news.html) for regular updates.

See you there , Simon Westgarth

Middle Wye Trip 

Sunday, 4th November 2007
The middle Wye is the stretch of water running from Builth Wells to Boughrood 

and is Graded  II to III. There are 4 main rapids providing good surfing waves and 

some drops, notably ‘Hell Hole’. Any Club Member or friend will be welcome.

This section of river is a good introduction for canoeists wishing to get 

experience of white water.

Meet 10.30 a.m. Builth Wells Riverside Carpark. Grid Ref. Sheet 147 041511. It is a 

3-31/2 hour drive.

Equipment Clothing should be suitable for winter canoeing i.e. Windproof, wet 

suit or alternative and thermals or fleece or woolly jumpers.

Transport Private Cars capable of carrying boats on a shared cost basis. Please let 

me know if either you need transport or if you can offer transport.

Lunch Please bring a packed lunch and hot drink in a waterproof container that 

can be carried in your boat.

Return Hopefully we will be back in Abingdon between 7pm. and 8pm.

Should anyone wish to join me on this delightful trip that will be great.                  

I would love to know if I have company a.s.a.p. so that we can be sure everyone 

has transport and equipment! 

Roger Pass, Granton, Dunsomer Hill, North Moreton,  OX11 9AR 

Tel: Home 01235 819856  Mobile 07506 836605

Want to send info to the Trasher?  

Send images and words to kcc.trasher@gmail.com or send a CD to:  

BEFORE 15th Nov Trasher HQ, 38 Curtis Avenue, Abingdon, Oxfordshire OX14 3UL  

AFTER 15TH NOVEMBER: 3, Rose Avenue, Abingdon OX14 1XX

U HEARD 
IT HERE… Q

U
IC

KBLASTS

Roger Wiltshire
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Christmas Meal 

October 9th, 2007
I am pleased to announce  

the Christmas meal has been 

booked. It will be on the 19th 

December. See invitation at  

http://kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk for 

details. Let’s make this the biggest 

and best Christmas meal ever! KCC 

members, guests and friends are 

welcome. If you have any questions 

get in touch with me (not kcc.

secretary).

It would be appreciated if you could 

book your places sooner rather than 

later. I’ll be distributing paper invites 

in a week or so once the royal mail 

has settled down.

Dave Hodgkinson  

(dave.hodgkinson@vodafone.com)

River Usk white water trips x 3 

16 Dec. 2007, 06 January 2008 and 17 February 2008

Three dates for white water trips organised on behalf of the BCU Oxfordshire 

Canoe Panel, (available to members of Riverside Centre, KCC, Isis etc).

Typical Itinerary 

Leave Oxfordshire ~07:00 and travel by car to Tallybont [between Abergaveny 

and Brecon] a distance of ~90 miles. Most folks meet up at the Oasis café in 

Abergaveny bus park, at ~09.15. This is an excellent place for a bacon sandwich 

& cup of tea.

Arrive at Tallybont by 10.15am at the very latest! After car shuttle, paddle River 

Usk from Tallybont (GR123234) to Crickhowell, (GR215182) a distance of 19km. 

We must aim to be on the water by ~11.30 or we shall run out of daylight.

Water is normally Grade 2/3, but can reach 4+ if River is in spate – levels rise 

rapidly in heavy rain. Tricky bits can be portaged with some difficulty. To check 

water levels, phone the Environmental Agency river level message service  

Tel 0906 6197755 – listen carefully for the reported river level at Brecon: 

• Lower than 0.4 we may not bother to start unless it is raining in Wales 

• Between 0.4 and 1.8 metres; we shall have a good trip.

• Above 1.8 metres; it’s an exciting trip only for the experienced.

Egress at Crickhowell, 50m down stream of the road bridge, on north bank at the 

Bridge End pub – don’t forget to buy a beer to say thanks to the landlord. Please 

don’t use his car park to change and eat sandwiches. Use the town centre car 

park or the lay-by on the south side of the bridge.

Canoeing Ability & Equipment At least BCU 2 Star with some experience of 

moving water. The weather and the water will certainly be cold and may be very 

cold. Each paddler must be equipped with: wet suit or similar, paddling cag, 

buoyancy aid, helmet, packed lunch & hot drink, spare clothes, 1st aid kit, throw 

line & sling.

Please arrange boat and paddle well in advance - borrowed equipment used on 

the understanding that any loss or damage must be paid for. 

Costs Access fee £1.00 a head, to Roger Wiltshire. Petrol to your driver - assume a 

minimum of £10.00 each

BCU 3 Star Assessments (Canoe or Kayak):  New BCU 3 Star assessments can 

be arranged provided you book at least three weeks in advance. Booking form 

found at http://kingfishercanoeclub.co.uk. Cost £30, plus BCU registration £10 

(£20 non BCU members). Assessment for BCU 3 Star, cheques made payable to 

the BCU - OCP £30.

It would be helpful if you or any of your students could say if you are interested 

in taking part in the new 4 Star Leadership awards either training or assessment. 

Note, both training and assessment would be two day events on suitable 

grade water. The standard required looks to me rather like the old CL3 practical 

assessment. 

Please call me to let me know if you are coming.   

Roger Wiltshire, Downside, Springfield Road, Wantage OX12 8EX   

Tel 01235 768429 or e-mail: roger.wiltshire3@btopenworld.com.  

If under 18, bring completed permission slip.

Any questions just drop me an email. 

Cheers, Roger Wiltshire 

PYCC Nene trip
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OCTOBER 04 11 18 25

KCC PF KCC ½ term

NOVEMBER 01 08 15 22 29

PF SCOUTS SCOUTS SCOUTS KCC

DECEMBER 06 13 20 27

PF KCC XMAS XMAS

JANUARY 03 10 17 24 31

XMAS PF KCC SCOUTS SCOUTS

FEBRUARY 07 14 21 28

SCOUTS KCC 1/2 TERM PF

MARCH 06 13 20 27 29

KCC PF EASTER EASTER EASTER

Trash your diary!!!

November 2007

1

2

3

4  Middle Wye Trip
5

6

7 Monthly Meeting:  

20:30 at The Fox Inn,  

29 High Street, Steventon  

OX13 6RZ
8

9

10

11

12r

13

14

15  

16

17

18

19

20

21 Deadline for Christmas 

Meal payment
22  

23

24

25

26

27

28

29 KCC Pool Session
30

13 KCC Pool Session
14

15

16 River Usk
17 

18

19 Christmas Meal
20

21

22

23

24

25

26 

27

28

29

30

31

Pool dates…
CANCELLED

December 2007

1

2

3

4

5 Monthly Meeting:  

20:30 at The Fox Inn,  

29 High Street, Steventon  

OX13 6RZ
6  

7

8 Gene17 Adventure Paddler

9 Gene17 Adventure Paddler
10 

11

12

S u r f  B u m s !
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Triathalon 2007

Todd’s mother and brother attended the event and 

presented prizes to the winners of each category as follows:

It is also worth noting that Marcus secured the best 

paddling time, James secured the best cycling time and 

Frances secured the best running and overall time.

After the race, the now traditional BBQ took place with an 

assortment of animals being incinerated beyond recognition 

along with a few token vegetables, including beetroot! 

Amazingly, there have been no reports of food poisoning.

A total of £220 was raised at the event. The money has 

been sent to Cancer Backup (www.cancerbackup.org.uk). 

As I organised the event, this fundraising should also be 

matched by the Vodafone UK foundation to bring the total 

raised to £440!

A big thank you to those that took part in the race, helped 

run the event and came along to support. I hope to see 

even more people taking part next year!

Next page for full results table .........................>

18 & Over

1st Frances Burge

2nd Marcus Holburn

3rd Dave Hodgkinson

Under 18

1st Will Bradbury

2nd Joe Callard

3rd Chyavan Rees

Under 14

1st Chyavan Rees

This year saw the biggest ever turnout with 23 athletes taking part in the race, 

including a few pathfinders. We were blessed with fantastic weather too. There was a 

great atmosphere amongst the participants.
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Name Paddle Time Bike Time Run Time Total Time 2006 2005

1 Frances Burge 0:16:42 0:21:58 0:19:19 0:57:59 0:56:22

2 Marcus Holburn 0:15:03 0:22:38 0:21:20 0:59:01

3 Dave Hodgkinson 0:16:21 0:23:03 0:21:17 1:00:41 1:02:17 1:01:44

4 Doug “Aquaman” Winstone 0:16:49 0:23:18 0:20:35 1:00:42

5 James Crask 0:16:08 0:19:56 0:24:56 1:01:00

6 Lez Dix 0:17:26 0:21:56 0:24:07 1:03:29 1:03:49

7 Andy McMahon 0:16:20 0:25:32 0:22:33 1:04:25 1:08:24 1:08:07

8 Ben Coleman 0:19:23 0:23:00 0:24:49 1:07:12

9 Chris Pembroke 0:15:09 0:24:42 0:27:55 1:07:46

10 Neil Murton 0:16:25 0:26:14 0:25:20 1:07:59 1:12:52 1:24:12

11 Dave Surman 0:16:37 0:26:00 0:25:45 1:08:22 1:19:07 1:13:43

12 Lee Gill 0:15:30 0:26:32 0:26:50 1:08:52 1:11:49

13 Will Bradbury (U18) 0:18:24 0:21:37 0:30:45 1:10:46

14 Andy Newell 0:15:09 0:26:04 0:29:56 1:11:09 1:09:52

15 Louise Royle 0:17:54 0:25:40 0:31:19 1:14:53 1:15:06

16 Joe Callard (U18) 0:17:29 0:27:17 0:32:47 1:17:33

17 Chyavan Rees (U14) 0:19:20 0:28:53 0:29:44 1:17:57

18 Lisa Parke 0:19:41 0:28:38 0:30:19 1:18:38

N/A Andy N/A 0:25:08 0:23:33 N/A

N/A Daryl Perkins 0:17:03 0:22:08 N/A N/A 1:03:17

N/A Lee Royle 0:17:12 0:24:20 N/A N/A 1:22:51

N/A Simon Knox 0:17:50 0:26:50 N/A N/A 1:23:34

N/A Harry Quigley (U18) 

(Disqualified)

0:17:08 N/A 0:27:37 N/A
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16 members of  Kingfisher/Pathfinders and Riverside 

braved the fantastically warm sunny weather to race 

down the mighty River Ock and back to the club. 

The Wavehopper event 

was a closely fought 

contest with Rob Yates 

just pipping KPA`s Matt 

Attree by 15 seconds. 

Dom John won the 

under 18s and was only 

2 seconds behind Matt. 

Not to be outdone the 

Wavehopper Tag team of Seth Townley and Stuart 

Jones (wearing a dapper pink helmet) managed to 

equal the previous course record set by Andy Newell 

in July. This was despite losing time in the changeover 

below the weir and having the dubious distinction 

of paddling a bright pink wavehopper! Pathfinders 

were well represented, Harry Quigley won the under 

16s, Joe Callard the under 14s and 12 year old put in a 

good performance in his first wavehopperization.

In the Boatercross event Shaun Aitken won the seniors 

whilst Pathfinder`s James Bell was only 2 seconds 

behind to win the under 18s. George Middleton , also 

of Pathfinders won the under 16s whilst Connor Cox 

and Tom Anstice both won the under 14s and under 

12s respectively, for Riverside.

Riverside T shirts were donated and presented by Rob 

at the presentation barbeque. The Abingdon Herald 

photographer was present and photos should be 

available on www.oxfordmail.net.

Overall points score Kingfisher Pathfinders  15

 Riverside 10

YES!!
Thanks to Banbury and District Canoe Club, 

B.C.U.Southern  for Wavehopper Loan, The pub for 

selling me the charcoal and the weather for being 

nice. Thanks to all the above and everybody else for 

helping and coming along.

Name Time Class

WAVEHOPPER EVENT

1 R.Yates Riv 9.10 SEN

2 M.Attree KPA 9.25 SEN

3 D.John KPA 9.27 U18

4 S.Townley/S.Jones KPA 9.25 SEN

5 H.Quigley KPA 10.50 U16

6 J.Callard KPA 11.16 U14

7 C.Rees  KPA 12.30 U14

BOATERCROSS EVENT

1 S.Aitken KPA 12.45 SEN

2 J.Bell KPA 12.42 U.18

3 G.Middleton KPA 12.57 U.16

4 W.Bradbury KPA 13.05 U.16

5 C.Cox RIV 13.17 U.14

6 T.Anstice RIV 13.40 U.12

7 C.Leach RIV 13.45 U.12

8 N.Dewhurst RIV 14.25 U.14

9 H.Brown RIV 14.30 U.16

OFFICIALS

Director of Racing Dave Surman

Registrator General Seth Townley

Starters Peter/Caroline Callard

Finish/Timing/Head of James Thorne

Chief Safety Officer Vicky Rolls

River Sweep Operators Charlie, Mark Dewhurst

Wavehopper Transportation Dave Surman, Matt 

Attree, Tony Wilkins, 

Rob Yates.

Course Inspectors Dave Surman / Seth 

Townley

Chief Photographer  Mr. Bradbury (Oxford 

Mail)
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Introduction:

Hambledon up until 1996 produced 

a fabled wave. This all went horribly 

wrong when the EA replaced the weir 

and the wave was lost. The local club 

and the BCU worked with the EA to 

try and get some semblance of the 

old wave back.  The EA have installed 

a set of ramps that can be raised and 

lowered to create the new wave.

This produces a usable wave at a 

variety of water levels, but is especially 

useful when Hurley drops to one.

Location:

Hambleden lies between Henley 

and Hurley. As you drive from Henley 

towards Hurley and reach the top 

of Remenham Hill you pass a petrol 

station. Just past this is a dip in the 

road where you turn left towards 

Aston Village. Follow the road to the 

Flowerpot pub and fork right. Follow 

the road right to the end and park up 

at the old ferry crossing.

Levels:

A fairly simple level gauge is that 

whatever Hurley happens to be on 

Hambledon is generally on one more 

gate. This means that when Hurley 

drops down to one and you are 

looking for a paddle then Hambleden 

is generally on two and good to go. It 

can however become a 9m wide, 2m 

high wave once all 4 gates have been 

cranked open. If you walk upstream 

from the car park for about 500m then 

you will reach the lock. You can either 

look across the river and check the 

number of gates or go across the lock 

and have a bit of a closer look.

Description:

The weir is set at an angle across the 

river, tucked partly behind an island. 

The part of the weir that interests the 

paddler is a set of 4 radials. The club 

have done a lot of work as to what 

works best at different levels and 

generally set up the weir as best they 

can. They have the ability to produce 

anything from a big munchy hole to a 

fast, steep, breaking green wave and a 

myriad of options and combinations in 

between. Basically think of a big river 

feature that pulses and surges to give 

a fast unpredictable ride and you have 

Hambledon!

Hambleden is a great change 

after paddling Hurley and is most 

frequented once Hurley drops to 

one. This usually leaves Hambleden 

on two gates. These generally are set 

with the first ramp fully up and the 

second ramp half up. This gives a hole 

that peters out into a surging wave 

- but it is not unknown for the more 

masochistic members of the local 

canoe club to put both ramps up fully 

to give one big hole.

Now this is not somewhere you want 

to come if you fancy showing off your 

cartwheels and wave moves (although 

I have seen some of the really good 

paddlers manage them), it just isn’t 

stable enough to set up easily on. It is 

however, if you are in the right frame of 

mind, great for getting thrown around 

in, in relative safety. It is a bit like riding 

a bucking bronco in an avalanche as 

you hang on trying to set up flat spins 

and the odd blunt if you are feeling 

especially brave! The eddylines too can 

deal out a few beatings if you end up 

getting stuck in them.

Après Paddle

The Flowerpot is the perfect spot for 

a bit of après paddle with good food 

and drink in a lovely pub, although it 

does get pretty busy at the weekend, 

especially at lunch times.

Hambleden WeirHambleden Weir

By Matt Attree
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Canoeing and sea kayaking in one 

month? My goodness, this must mean 

that I’m over 30! 

I was lucky enough to be invited along to a small part of 

Mark Rainsley’s 6-week trip around the coast of SW England. 

The task for the weekend was to make it to two islands 

in the middle of the Bristol Channel, and back to Weston-

Super-Mare, without being swept along with the speeding 

tide to either Ireland or Monmouth.

To be honest, I’d never even noticed that there were 

two islands out there. But being able to go out to sea to 

conquer a few islands is certainly enticing. So what had I 

let myself in for? Well firstly there is Steep Holm because it 

is, errr, Steep? It is owned by a charitable trust set up upon 

the death of author and TV personality, Kenneth Allsop, to 

provide this unique nature reserve. The other is Flat Holm, 

because (you guessed it) it is flat. This island is also a nature 

reserve, managed by the Flat Holm Project for Cardiff 

County Council and has the benefit of a rather pleasant 

bunkhouse. Although the islands are just 3 miles apart, they 

are firmly designated as either English or Welsh. They are 6 

miles off the Somerset coast, but with the large tidal range 

in the Bristol Channel, the tidal streams that flow in this area 

need to be treated with respect. 

The plan was to paddle to Steep Holm on the out-going 

tide, wait there for about 4 hours and then paddle to Flat 

Holm on the returning tide. The bunkhouse would provide a 

warm and dry place to stay for the night and then we’d return 

to Weston the next day on the turning tide. Of course this 

relied on calm weather and the proviso that we might get 

stuck on Flat Holm for another night if the weather turned. 

But we were in luck; the forecast said the trip was GO!

The group was completed by Tom Laws and Andy 

Levick; Claire CL was overcome last minute by illness and 

Tim Lambert was kept up north due to flood waters on 

the M5. Well at least that meant we had two ‘proper’ sea 

kayakers to balance the two numpty river paddlers. I met 

Mark and Tom at Sand Bay slightly worse for wear; they 

had shared their chosen sleeping spot (a car park) with the 

more insalubrious male residents of Weston and been kept 

awake most of the night. The less said the better, but it was 

extremely funny!

I have been in a sea kayak once before (again courtesy of 

Mark and a rather choppy trip around Portland harbour), 

but I have never attempted to pack lots of things inside one. 

After being told to leave 2 hours for packing, I was expecting 

a bit of a nightmare. But everything went inside, including 

wine and cake supplies, without too much hassle. This and 

the shuttle were done with perfect timing as the tide had 

covered the miles of mud to reach our awaiting boats.

Then we were off, heading for the hump in the water 

that was Steep Holm. The journey was quite uneventful; 

the slack tide was slacker than we expected and the sea 

The 
Darkside 
II
by Liz Garnett
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was much calmer than my trip at Portland. Thanks to Andy 

and his GPS, we could actually convince ourselves that we 

were moving and judging the tide right. After about 2 hours 

paddling, we landed on the one and only cobble beach at 

Steep Holm. However, due to the quickening tide, this was 

easier said than done.

We were out of the boats like a shot for a good leg 

stretching (or bottom stretching in my case!!) and were 

soon tucking into tea, supa-noodles and cake. We had quite 

a few hours to kill and, after failing to contact the warden, 

climbed the 8 ft gate so we could explore the island. Only 

to come face to face with the warden. Oops! He was very 

nice considering that we’d just broken into his island. He 

also had excellent communication skills for a man who has 

spent the last 7 years being the sole inhabitant on Steep 

Holm. He invited us to look round the island and then 

reiterated the bizarre warning that we should wear hats. It 

turns out that the large population of lesser black-backed 

gulls take to defending their young by racking the heads of 

unsuspecting visitors. Result: group paranoia, flinching and 

general cowering.

Well Steep Holm is indeed quite steep and does a good 

line in Victorian cannons, pill boxes and anti-aircraft guns, all 

coated with gifts from the screaming gulls. We did, however, 

spot one cormorant amongst the mass of gulls. The island 

can be circumnavigated on the carefully mowed paths. I 

believe this is the primary occupation of the Warden. He 

must like his mower! We arrived at the old barracks to find 

a café and museum. Unfortunately we only had time for a 

quick cuppa.

As we returned to our boats we discovered that we were 

not the only visitors to Steep Holm that day. Another group 

of sea kayakers had arrived on the tide from Clevedon. I 

have a visual preconception of sea kayakers and this group 

were it! Yellow bonnets, purple lycras and Ron Hill leggings. 

There is nothing like being a stereotype!

We set off on the slack tide towards Flat Holm, via an 

exploration of the steep cliffs and the impressive Rudder 

Rock. The crossing was slightly rougher and, as we were 

heading towards Wales, it started raining. It did seem to 

take quite a while to complete the ferry glide between the 

islands, which was unfortunately also the shipping channel. 

But Flat Holm, complete with lighthouse, suddenly leapt 

out of the water and 

was there in front of us.

Whilst Mark was 

extracting his laptop 

and plethora of 

associated electronics 

(enough to keep 

him connected to 

the internet on a 6-

week trip) from the 

kayak, I had a quick 

reconnaissance of the island. They weren’t very impressed 

when I told them I could see rabbits!

We were soon ensconced in the bunkhouse, along with 

the other group of kayakers, only to be subjected to a 

reading of the island’s rules:

1. Do not go outside in less than groups of three

2. Do not drink alcohol and then venture outside

3. Do not feed the chickens

4. Do not chase the sheep

The list went on….

We broke a few of the rules, probably because Mark 

chased a chicken by himself. We explored, took photos, 

cowered before the gulls, ate cake, drank wine and 

generally relaxed. A good night’s sleep was only interrupted 

by the incessant cawing of the gulls.

We had a quiet morning whilst waiting for the slack tide 

and then set off back to Weston. This journey was slightly 

against the tide and my arms certainly felt feeble but 

we made it back to the harbour, after a couple of hours 

paddling, only to find that we were in the middle of a 

water skiing power boat race. It was a bit of a rush trying to 

retrieve the cars and then say goodbye to Mark, Tom and 

Tim (just arrived with the opening of the M5) who were 

continuing along the coast, before the tide went out across 

the miles of mud. I was in so much of a rush that I fell off 

a kerb whilst carrying Andy’s boat and sprained my ankle. 

Although St. John’s Ambulance strapped me up enough 

for my drive home, I spent the next week on crutches. Doh. 

What a poor ending to a wonderful weekend.

I must admit that I quite like this sea kayaking business!
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Sea Kayak Cruising
Phuket,Thailand

9–14th Sept, ‘07

Lucille Savin

A few months before we 

had contacted a company called 

Paddle Asia; they were able to arrange 

for transfers, a guide, sea kayak and kit hire 

so we were all sorted.

Phang Nga Bay (pronounced fang nar) lies between 

the east coast of Phuket Island with the mainland and borders 

the Andaman Sea.  Lying 8 degrees north the climate is tropical and the 

beeches are palm fringed with pristine white sand and superb coral reefs.  

Sea temperature rarely varies from 28 degrees.  It has over 100 islands and 

geology varies from low gently sloping mountains to the steep outcrops for 

which the bay is most famous.  Koh Phing Kan (James Bond Island) featured in 

‘The Man with the Golden Gun’ is visited by hundreds of tourists daily.  Most 

are uninhabited; for convenience we based ourselves at Koh Yeo Noi which 

provided everything you needed.

Copies of admiralty charts and a compass would have sufficed but a guide 

and access to long tail boats meant we made the best use of time and didn’t 

have to think about tides or bad weather shelter.  Squalls and storms can hit 

unexpectedly, particularly at this time of year in monsoon season.

A few areas are National Park undergoing research by Biologists.  Rangers patrol, 

to prevent the collection of Swift Saliva Nests used to make soup.  Accessible only 

by canoe at certain states of the tide was the added attraction of caves and many 

passages leading to lagoons (known locally as Hongs (Thai for ‘room’) which lie 

hidden inside the islands. Spectacular limestone overhangs and Mangrove creeks 

emptying out into the sea make for fantastic wildlife and scenery.

Add to this the renowned friendliness of the Thai people, their magnificent 

cuisine and culture makes Phang Nga a wicked location to go sea kayak cruising.
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Tony’s Dart weekend rapidly 

turned into a Tony’s surf 

weekend as the wet stuff had 

long since left Dartmoor, but 

let’s face it nobody’s there for 

the paddling it is the breakfast 

that is most important!!

Tony didn’t disappoint and 

Louise also had a ‘breakfast 

van’, there were near 30 of 

us so we split the trough in 

two. The overnight monsoon 

required to paddle the Dart 

hadn’t happened (strange 

that!) and after the debate 

about where the best surf 

would be the multicoloured 

plastic convoy headed to 

Westward Ho! Apparently  

until 1863 Westward Ho! was 

just pastureland with a few 

farmhouses and ploughed 

fields. However the beach 

holds the earliest evidence 

of life in this area. An ancient 

forest and stone age remains 

are exposed at low tide, the 

tide wasn’t low enough for us 

to see it though.

Although generally messy 

there were a few clean waves 

coming through and enough 

biguns to dish out a few OBEs 

– you know who you are!!

It took me a while to get 

into the whole surf thing 

after getting totally trashed, 

tumbling end over end a few 

times but after catching a few 

really good waves I felt the 

rush of the powerful ocean. 

The taking off feeling, the can I 

get over this one or will I have 

to ride it feeling, the opps I 

should have taken that one 

feeling!!

I knew I hadn’t done any 

serious paddling for a bit as 

the three hours paddling 

made my body ache from 

head to toe. Walking back 

over the breakwater was a real 

effort!!

Sunday for me was a walk up 

the East Dart up to ‘Laughter 

Hole‘ after inspecting a very 

bony Dart loop. We even 

made it to the top of a Tor and 

finished off the weekend with 

a cream tea. 

Thanks Tony for organising 

it, to Tony and Louise for 

breakfast duties and you surfer 

dudes who make me laugh!  

By the editor.

Westward Ho!
S u r f s  u p  D U D E ! !

Breakfast of 
champions!

Ashley

Dave

Mark

Lee

Liz

Are we there 
yet!
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First some useful “Frasi per kayakisti”

Aiuto! Aiuto! Sono fermato nel idraulico!!

Help! Help!  I am stuck in the stopper!

Si prega dicame quando e necessario per fare sbarco, primo 

o dopo il cattarato di cento metri?

Please tell me whether it is necessary to get out before or 

after the 100m waterfall?

Non c`e comee buono comme Hurley!!

It`s not as good as Hurley

Lei gufa! Noi bufa!

You goof it ! We boof it!

Attenzione ! Penso c`e un aumento del nivello di deici metri 

nel ora scorza!!

Attention! I think there has been a 10m rise in level over the 

last hour!!

E buono per nuotare questo fiume o e migliore restare qui 

prendere un cappuccino o due/tre?

Is it good to swim this river or should I stay here and have a 

cappuccino or two/three?

Dove possible mangiare la cucina del regione? Ho tanto 

fame - mangero un cavallo!!

Where is it possible to eat the regional cuisine. I am so 

hungry I could eat a horse!!

E vero,  probablamente lo fatta!

It`s true you probably have!! 

Questo piatto! E salumi di cavallo o mei scarpone vechia 

dell acqua?

This dish! Is it horse salami or my old wet suit boots?

Word Fabrication (Fabricazione del parole)

The great thing about Italian is it gives you great scope for 

making up words that should exist even if they don`t as the 

structure of the language is much more logical than English. 

Astute readers of the above may have noticed that as far as 

I know there is no Italian word for to goof or even to boof, 

even though the latter is the national sport of Italian creek 

boaters. It is however easy to derive the following verbs and 

decline them regularly.

Example 

Gufare  To goof

Past participle  gufato- goofed                  

Present participle  gufando- goofing

Bufare  To boof

Past participle  bufato

Present participle  bufando

These verbs can be turned into nouns, thus a person who 

goofs is a gufato, a person who boofs is a bufato. It can even 

be made into a very profound proverb.

Si gufa, Non si bufa!

Rough translation:

He who goofs , doesn`t boof!

Italian`s great because you can add bits to words to 

mean little big. Example Topo is a mouse. Topolino is a 

little mouse. So when you`ve been paddling your spud 

(topolino) you`ve really been paddling a little mouse or 

Mickey Mouse!! Likewise Gato is a a cat so a Prijon Gatino is 

really a little cat if you can believe it.

We can extend this to a big boof – un bufone, alittle boof 

– a bufino. We could even have a show of big boofing or 

little boofin. Un spetaccolodi bufissimo/bufonissimo or 

bufinissimo. Wow I`m getting a bit carried away here!!

ITALIANO PER  I  KAYAKISTI

Hey ever fancied riding the groovy granite slides or boogying the bouncy boofs? 

 Well this is essential reading for you so that you can have a “vacanza parfetto” (perfect holiday) 
in Val Sessia, Val di Sole , Val d`Aosta or any one of the interesting little valleys in Italia.

ALL THE PHRASES A THRUSTING KAYAKER NEEDS TO PADDLE IN ITALY

by Dave Surman
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Hurley washed out, 

creek boating in Wales, 

my house inches from 

flooding, in August!! How 

radical is that dude!!

The Big Wet started on Big Friday! 
I went to work as usual and the rain 

just kept a comin`. The first wave of 

flooding came as the rain just couldn`t 

get off the roads!! Then the ditches 

went up and the roads went under! By 

this time I was beginning to prepare 

my whitewater weekend. Plans were 

made with Stuart Jones to rendez vous 

with some of his mates in Walsall and 

Dolgellau respectively the following 

day. The arrangements having been 

made, I receive a Hodgephonecall half 

an hour later. Simon and Hodgey`s 

plans to attend the Truckfest, having 

been thrown into disarray by the 

cancellation of the Truckfest in 

Steventon due to the flooding and 

the unavailability of Noah to appear. 

Accordingly another day trip was 

arranged to South Wales for the Sunday.

An early start on Saturday, a 

rendezvous in Walsall and a rendez 

vous in Capel Curig. Levels were up 

so we grabbed a run down the 

Nantgwyndd. A first for me to catch 

it running and another one for the 
Christmas river raffle!! We then rushed 

over to the Ogwen which was runnable 

at a medium level and resisting Stuart`s 

plan for 5 rivers in a day reprised up with 

a low run down the middle Conway. 

Back home by midnight.

Whilst our heroes had been off in 

the principality, Oxfordshire had been 

getting in on the whitewater action. The 

Ock had gone ballistic and you could 

run a Boatercross down Ock Street 

rather than in the river. Radical!! 
Unfortunately we didn`t have time for 

this as we had business to take care of 

in South Wales the following day.

At 8am on the Sunday Stuart turns at 

my house and asks if we are going to 

paddle the river in front of my house. 

Oh man!! The Cherwell surge had 

come down and was in Mill Street. 

Just as I was thinking I should do the 

responsible house owner thing and 

stay at home to repel the floods from 

my house, George , my neighbour 

announced that it was going down. 

Now George is the sort of guy that 

people and rivers take notice of and 

no river would dare to disobey him, 

so I decided that paddling the Mellte 

HAD to be the right decision and 

the house could take care of itself.

The Kingfisher Posse arrived at the 

Mellte. Myself, Andy Mac, Hodgey, 

Simon, Seth, Martyn R and his mates. 

The Mellte was surprisingly low but 

still paddleable. A great run down 

including some cool waterfalls and an 

interesting descent by Seth, sideways 

then upside down into a shallow 

pool. Hmmm. Not enough water in 

the Nedd Fechan , Simon and Martyn 

had paddled it the previous day. We 

therefore ran the Tawe again at a low 

level but okay including the slides. 

Andy said he had never run this river 

when it had been possible to run the 

slides as they had huge stoppers on 

them before.

The return journey was interesting as 

we were diverted around Gloucester 

which was rapidly going under. When I 

got home at 10pm I found that George 

was WRONG and that the river in my 

road had gone UP and was now over 

the kerb and lapping the wall of my 

garden. The floodwatch had been 

upgraded to a flood alert. By 7am the 

next morning it had got halfway up my 

front path and then started to recede.

That Monday evening we cancelled 

Pathfinders but Seth and I went out 

exploring. We accessed above Brewery 

Falls on the Ock which was flat and 

paddled up the Ock Meadow and then 

down the river from Drayton Rd Bridge., 

the course of the previous week`s 

Boatercross! It was impossible to get 

under Brewery Falls Bridge without 

capsizing and rolling. Even this was 

impossible on the other bridge due to 

a pipe!

The following night, Tuesday, 

myself and Andy N drove to Radley 

and descended to the club, meeting 

stranded boaters on the way! First 

descents were made of Towpath 

Rapid at Abingdon Weir. The Ditch 

was a no go zone , a veritable treefest! 

Breakout over the sunken boat at the 

club and our heroes were home and 

dry, well wet!

The final postdiluvian peregrination 

came on Wednesday when myself, Lee, 

Iain, Marcus, Ben paddled from the weir 

to the club and back up the meadows 

eddy amongst the stranded boats. 

What a jolly wheeze!! 

THE  NOAH  
CHRONICLES
(Rodeograndude`s postdiluvian peregrinations)

800 miles and 5 rivers,  racing around the 

country whilst your home is on flood alert!!

by Dave Surman

The Ock in Flood
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Curiously, given the previous 

wanderings of certain members of 

our party, none of us who ventured 

out last month for a spell of oriental 

sea kayaking had ever visited Thailand 

before. Our departure to the Far East 

followed many weeks of anticipation, 

various emails, meetings at the Fox, 

and (for some) a bank holiday ‘taster’ of 

sea kayaking on the Solent. 

We arrived at Phuket airport during 

a heavy rainstorm and went our 

separate ways for the first week - Fred 

and I departing for a ferry to the island 

of Ko Yao Noi to be united with our 

boats (provided by Paddleasia); Lucille 

and Dave embarking on a week’s 

exploration of Phuket, involving beach 

frequenting and scooter excursions.

On arrival at the quay, there was a 

somewhat awkward and unnerving 

moment when our carefully packed 

bags were whisked off into the back 

of a van to potentially disappear for 

a fortnight. Luckily we twigged what 

was going on, dug in our heels, and 

got the bags unloaded. A week later, 

Stuart, Lucille and Dave were less 

fortunate and fell foul of the officious 

Moo (I’m guessing the spelling) - a 

Paddleasia lady who was adamant that 

the bulk of their luggage be retained 

at their offices. Quick sorting of kit 

apparently ensued to ensure that they 

at least had the basic necessities for 

the trip. One result was that it would 

be a week before Dave was reunited 

with long trousers.

At the harbour we met our gem 

of guide Bao - pronounced ‘Bow’ (as 

in the front of a boat), but who was 

subjected to a number of variations 

during the fortnight, including ‘Bo’ 

and ‘Bal’. Not that I faired much better 

as Fred, despite substantial previous 

acquaintance called me ‘Keith’ during 

much of the trip, rather lamely 

claiming that I ‘looked like a Keith’.

The ferry to Ko Yao Noi - one of 

the largest islands in the bay - was 

agreeably basic, fairly full (including 

the kayaks on the roof ) and a bit 

bouncy. Our destination for the first 

night - ‘Pasai Cottage’, is located on the 

West side of the island and comprises 

a group of little huts (‘bungalows’) a 

small bar/restaurant and very friendly 

staff. It would later service as our base 

throughout the second week.

Seascape

By morning the rain had gone, 

giving way to a full week of fine (if 

occasionally very humid) weather, 

and the first chance to take in 

the surroundings. The area of the 

Andaman Sea east of Phuket known as 

Phang Nga Bay is festooned with small 

high limestone islands. Seeing this for 

the first time, I had the bizarre image 

of a discarded jawbone from some 

Thailand Tales 
Andaman Sea, Phang Nga Bay 3rd – 18th September 2007

Week 1: Fred Wondre, Neil Murton 

Week 2 : Lucille Savin, Stuart Brighton, Dave Porter, Fred Wondre, & Neil Murton

By Neil Murton
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huge deceased sea monster lying 

submerged in the bay and that the 

islands were its remaining teeth jutting 

out of the water. The whole scene was 

rather stunning and very special.

Once on the water, we soon learned 

that distances could be very difficult to 

judge – possibly due to the height of 

the cliffs. A headland to which we were 

headed on our first day looked about 

six miles away, but was actually twice 

that distance. 

Being limestone and often dripping 

with rainwater, the islands are 

peppered with caves and both inside 

and on the face of the cliffs, there 

are stalactites that hang like bizarre 

fingers. The cliffs have a rather melted 

look, faintly reminiscent of the outside 

of Gaudi’s Sagrada Familia basilica in 

Barcelona.

The caves extend deep into the 

islands, with many of the sea caves 

leading to lagoons (‘hongs’) at their 

centres - collapsed caverns, usually 

with mangroves growing in the 

middle. The sea caves were excellent 

to explore, although the tide needed 

to be at the right height and torches 

were essential.

Above the tidal range, the caves 

systems were often occupied by 

semi-resident bird’s nest hunters (both 

licensed and un-licensed).

The bay is infested with ‘long tails’ 

– small general-purpose boats with 

very graceful lines, high bows and with 

either a car or lorry engine perched on 

the stern. This drives a small propeller 

at the end of a long shaft (the ‘tail’) 

enabling it to be used in very shallow 

water. The high prows of the long tails 

are usually draped in some form of 

garlands, presumably for good luck.

The floating experience

This was to be a trip of two halves. In 

the first week we paddled to a different 

location every night and the weather 

was consistently fine. During the 

second week, Ko Yao Noi was our base 

and we ventured on day trips to various 

locations, occasionally using the 

services of a long tail. The weather was 

gradually deteriorating, culminating in 

a series of tropical storms.

Paddleasia provided two types of 

boat - both plastic. The Cape Horn is 

heavy and fairly slow but very stable. 

I was quite impressed on the first day 

to see Bao (who was quite unable to 

roll) climb out of his cockpit in mid-sea, 

turn around and perch himself on the 

back deck facing aft. The Sea Lion is a 

slimmer, lighter and (according to Bao) 

faster craft. Unfortunately for Stuart, 

his boat was fitted with a rudder, 

with peddles that frequently became 

dislodged, so more often than not, he 

had no foot rests. Both craft provided 

us with great platforms from which to 

view and explore the islands.

The boats were able to carry a fair 

amount of kit, but some water would 

always get in, even on the calmest  

of days.

Our decision to use the services 

of a guide proved a wise one. Boa 

(a native of Ko Yao Noi), aside from 

being immensely friendly and helpful, 

was good in spotting the wildlife, 

pointing out features and generally 

giving us better insight into the area. 
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Once aware of our interests he tailored 

the trips accordingly (‘Cave Man’ he 

muttered on more than one occasion 

when he saw Fred’s boat disappear 

into yet another gap in the rock). On a 

couple of occasions during the second 

week, there were attempts to teach 

him to roll.

The bay is sheltered to some extent 

by Phuket Island and the mainland, 

and there were times during the first 

week when it was like a millpond and 

paddling (except when the heat got 

to us) was easy. The second week 

brought slightly more challenge.

Day One: Ko Yao Noi to Ao Nang via 

Ko Hong. – One of the longer paddles 

@ between 12 to 14 miles. OK so long 

as there was a bit of breeze – a bit of 

a slog when there wasn’t. The voyage 

included Ko Hong, which is a national 

park and a good introduction to the 

distinctive limestone features and 

wildlife of these islands. It would have 

been a beach stop if we hadn’t mis-

heard Bao. There is a charge for landing 

on Ko Hong, but it’s 200 Bahts (about 

£3) and not 200 bucks!

Day Two: Ao Nang to Ko Dam Hok 

via Ko Dam Khwan (Chicken Island) 

- A trip notable for the idyllic-looking 

Rai Lei beach - a great place to chill 

out, as was our next beach where Fred 

willingly accepted the request to take 

photos of two bronzed and bikini-clad 

young ladies (who turned out to be 

from London).

From Rai Lei we set off towards Ko 

Dam Hoc and Ko Dam Khwan. The 

Andaman Sea Pilot coyly states “It will 

be evident from your first sight of the 

anchorage why this group of islands is 

known locally as the ‘chicken islands’” 

(there’s a high stack like a chicken’s 

head). We stayed at Ko Dam Hoc, 

once we’d found a room that hadn’t 

been trashed by the local monkeys. 

An evening swim, snorkel and paddle 

was followed by a spectacular blood-

red sunset.

Day Three: North to Ao Thalen: The 

heat and very little wind took its toll 

today, to the extent that half way, we 

had to adjourn to a beach to find the 

shade of trees and recover. Also it was 

one of the few occasions when the 

tide was clearly against us. Our reward 

at the end was the only bungalow to 

have hot water!

Day Four: Canyons, mangrove 

swamps and a night on the beach: A 

leisurely exploration of the spectacular 

Ko Ka Nam Phalin canyon which has 

amazing cliffs and a high population 

of mangrove trees (plus the occasional 

ape). We visited the wonderfully 

named Lao La Ding a beach which 

proved to be popular with bird nest 

hunters, sea eagles and (unfortunately) 

day trippers on canary yellow sit-on 

kayaks. When the tide finally allowed 

us to get to our final destination, we 

set up our tarp with a keen awareness 

of the plentiful (particularly insect) 

wildlife. An uncomfortable night 

ensued, spent in breeze-less heat 

and with the background noise of 

fisherman seemingly intent on testing 

their boat engines. Curiously, we were 

never tempted to try the tarp again.

Day Five: Lao Kwan Ton to Ko Yao Noi 

via Ko Hong : Back to Ko Hong to visit 

a lagoon, en route to Ko Yao Noi. We 

were greeted warmly on our return to 

Pasai Cottages by the locals, and met 

up with Lucille, Dave and Stuart soon 

afterwards.

Day Six: Back to Lao La Ding - A 

return visit and the first trip of the 
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enlarged group. At the beach we 

indulged in a bit of snorkelling which 

was ok but for the high population 

of sea urchins. When we left, the sea 

conditions were probably the most 

agitated of the fortnight and we hadn’t 

gone too far when Dave’s rear hatch 

became swamped. There followed 

a surreal moment when it looked 

like Bao was poised to try and pump 

out the back hatch when it was fully 

submerged. Dave duly exited his boat 

and the situation was rectified, with Mr 

Wondre undertaking the key task of 

taking photos.

Later in the week, Dave told us whilst 

he enjoyed exploring the islands, he 

was still seeking the ‘mind set’ for sea 

paddling. He had been reading Stuart’s 

book on Sea Kayaking (penned by the 

suspiciously-named ‘Gordon Brown’) 

and had spotted a comment on the 

comparative rarity of youngsters 

engaging in the activity. This, he 

concluded was his disadvantage – he 

was simply too young. He later went on 

to utter the very first sentence to ever 

include and connect the words ‘Neil’ 

and ‘hard core paddling’. Bless him!

Day Seven: Long tail to Ko Phanak. 

- A very enjoyable long tail ride to 

a mecca of caves and hongs, all 

excellent to explore, although the 

experience was occasionally marred 

by the arrival of large groups of bright 

yellow ‘sit-on’ kayaks.

Day Eight: North Koh Yao Noi – A 

fairly long paddle to more interesting 

islands, Ko Ku Du Yai and Ko Roi. On 

our return we had our first experience 

of being out in the sea during a 

tropical storm. You just have to keep 

going!

Day Nine: The Laeim Taeng islands– 

back on the Long Tail to go the North 

East corner of the bay to wander up 

a channel with mangroves bordering 

one side. Launching from the long 

tail, we ventured into two lagoons for 

lots of mangrove investigation (and 

dodging mosquitoes). Arriving back at 

the long tail, Fred and Dave performed 

the first attempts to teach Bao how to 

roll (sadly, he never managed it).

Day Ten: Thwarted! – I recall Fred 

commenting that it’s special paddling 

in rain (don’t recall him explaining 

why). This time the wind and rain 

made the conditions a bit too much 

so we turned back. This later allowed 

for a shopping trip, enabling Fred to 

indulge his passion for hammocks - he 

eventually brought back three (other 

passions being coral collecting and 

Thai massages).

Day Eleven: Ko Hong again - A 

final excursion, with the sea getting 

noticeably choppier near the island. 

With the weather looking ominous, we 

decided to take a long tail back. The 

skipper seemed to be wearing a police 

riot helmet, so I concluded he was 

expected a bit of trouble. Sure enough, 

half a mile from the beach at Ko Yao 

Noi, the heavens opened.

The on shore experience

On land, Thailand is very green with 

lush vegetation. We visited during the 

wet season, but discovered that there 

are few months with little or no rain, 

so it all remains green throughout 

the year. Palms and rubber trees were 

much in evidence and there was 

much paddling around the mangrove 

swamps, a tree that rather uselessly 

produces inedible fruit, but its wood is 

very hard and apparently very useful. 

During the second week, Lucille’s 

encyclopaedic knowledge of the 

vegetation was much appreciated in 

giving us a broader insight into what 

we were actually looking at.
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We found the island folk to be 

immensely friendly, particularly as their 

default reaction to any situation was 

to smile. Fred found that most folk 

could be engaged with the sounds 

‘moi pin rai’, which seemed to be the 

Thai equivalent of ‘no worries mate.’ 

Particularly welcoming was Kiao 

(pronounced ‘kee –ow!) who worked at 

Pasai Cottage along with her husband 

and who joined us 

all just prior to the 

start of Ramadan, 

for a great meal 

at the local village 

along with her son 

Alex (who Stuart 

did his best to fill 

with sweets). 

The cuisine is of 

course famously 

distinctive 

from that of 

the country’s 

neighbours. Whilst 

the local menus 

weren’t particularly 

extensive, fans 

of red and green 

curries reported 

favourably as I 

can, with regard 

to the highly 

populated noodle 

soups. However at 

breakfast, it took 

a while to realise 

that ‘4 minute egg’ 

(and later 6 and 

10 minute) was 

getting interpreted 

as the time from 

turning on the gas. 

As regards drink, 

I’ve never drunk so much water and 

Fanta in all my life, whilst Stuart, Lucille 

and Dave managed to get hold of a 

form of whisky (the locals stoically 

resisted offers to try some).

After initial encounters (e.g. evicting 

the giant bedroom cockroach) you 

quickly got used to the unfamiliar 

wildlife – large and colourful spiders, 

giant butterflies, various lizards and 

iguanas (usually posing as bits of tree 

or rock), the magnificent sea eagles, 

the dark egrets, the occasional ape, 

and the frogs with their multi pitched 

croaks. Not that the acquaintance 

started well – on the first day I was daft 

enough to pick up a pair of trousers 

from the floor of the bungalow and 

put them on without first shaking 

them. Soon afterwards I was munched 

on the leg by a large centipede. 

The bungalows at Ko Yao Noi had 

the distinction of being the noisiest 

place we stayed. In addition to the 

usual tropical background noise of 

hisses and calls, one of the neighbours 

was an insomniac cockerel that saw 

it as his personal responsibility to be 

the first to wake up during the night 

and to rouse all his mates around 

the island. An additional racket was 

supplied during the first night by the 

frantic bashing and squeaking of a 

bat that succeeded in getting itself 

trapped in the roof.

The lightweight motorcycle and 

scooter reign supreme on Ko Yao 

Noi. Helmets are a rarity. I found 

myself vaguely checking out the 

number of occupants on each 

motorcycle. The most I saw was five. 

Sidecar appendages in various forms 

proliferated, with 

the passenger 

numbers increasing 

still further. The 

other workhorse 

here is the tuk-

tuk.. On the roads, 

inevitable features 

are the tsunami 

escape route signs.

With the 

paddling ended, 

we returned to 

Phuket and bade 

our farewells to 

Bao. The next 

day, as Stuart 

disappeared 

to the airport, 

Lucille and Dave 

went scootering 

whilst Fred and 

I experienced a 

somewhat muddy 

elephant ride (an 

offer to visit a cobra 

farm was declined). 

In the event, all four 

of us got soaked in 

the tropical storms.

As a 

consequence the 

dreadful plane 

crash that afternoon and the closure 

of Phuket Airport our departure was 

delayed. We were shepherded off to 

the delights of the Royal City Hotel 

(courtesy of Malaysian Airlines) and 

downtown Phuket city before finally 

leaving on the following day, but 

not before belated purchasing the 

Andaman Sea Pilot.

So ended an excellent, fascinating 

and rather special trip.


